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The	Standard	Model	and	its	limits
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Highly	successful	theory,	but	no	explanaIon	for	

• dark	maKer	and	dark	energy	

• maKer-anImaKer	asymmetry	

• hierarchy	among	parIcle	masses:	
										 	

• number	of	parIcle	generaIons

m!e
" mHiggs " mPlanck

Explore	the	limits	of	the	Standard	Model	

• search	for	new	parIcles	and	forces	at	high	energies	
• search	for	enhancement	of	rare	phenomena	

• confront	precision	measurements	with	SM	predicIons

Standard	Model	does	not	provide	a	complete	

descrip=on	of	Nature Plenary	Session		[TUE]	
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Anomalous	magneIc	moment
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ParIcle	with	mass	 	and	charge	m e :
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g = 2

Quantum	correcIons:			 				anomalous	magneIc	momentg = 2(1 + a), a :
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First-order	QED	correcIon	calculated	
by	Schwinger:
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Higher-order	correcIons
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QED	correcIons:
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Persistent	tension	between	SM	predicIon	
for		 		and	E821	experiment	at	BNLa"

A. El-Khadra JETP 07 April 2021

Muon g-2: history of experiment vs theory
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Why	the	muon?

		sensiIvity	of		 	enhanced	by$ a"
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(mµ/me)2 ⇡ 4.3 ⇥ 104

While		 	would	be	even	more	sensiIve,	 ’s	are	difficult	to	handle	experimentallya$ $

Can	effects	from	BSM	physics	account	for	
the	shorYall	of	the	SM	predicIon?
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Theory	confronts	experiment
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Focus	on	hadronic	contribuIons

Fermilab	2017 SeaKle	2019

Mainz	2018

Agree	on	common	SM	predicIon	

Focus	on	hadronic	contribuIons	

Prospects	for	increased	precision

White	Paper:	
T.	Aoyama	et	al.,	Phys	Rep	887	(2020)	1
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Muon	 	Theory	IniIaIveg ! 2
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Focus	on	hadronic	contribuIons

Fermilab	2017 SeaKle	2019

Mainz	2018

Next	plenary	workshop:	

28	June	—	2	July	2021	@		KEK	(virtual)	

https://www-conf.kek.jp/muong-2theory/     

White	Paper:	
T.	Aoyama	et	al.,	Phys	Rep	887	(2020)	1

https://www-conf.kek.jp/muong-2theory/
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QED	and	electroweak	contribuIons	to	a"

Synthesis	—	Discussion	—	Outlook

Hadronic	contribuIons:	
• Leading-order	vacuum	polarisaIon	
• Light-by-light	scaKering
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QED	contribuIons	to	a"
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QED	contribuIon	has	been	worked	out	to	in	perturbaIon	theory	to	5-loop	order:

SM  116 591 810 100 % #diagrams

QED(tot) 116 584 718.931 99,9939 %

2 116 140 973.321 99,6133 % 1
4 413 217.626 0,3544 % 9
6 30 141.902 0,0259 % 72
8 381.004 0,0003 % 891
10 5.078 4∙10-6 % 12672

2

I(a) I(b) I(c) I(d) II(a) II(c)II(b)

III IV(a) IV(b) IV(c) IV(d) V

FIG. 1. Vertex diagrams representing 13 gauge-invariant
subsets contributing to the lepton g ! 2 at the eighth-order.
Solid and wavy lines represent lepton and photon lines, re-
spectively.

Mass dependence is known analytically for A(2n)
2 and

A(2n)
3 for n = 2, 3 [28–32]. We reevaluated them us-

ing the latest values of the muon-electron mass ratio
mµ/me = 206.768 2843 (52) and/or the muon-tau mass
ratio mµ/m! = 5.946 49 (54) ! 10!2 [33]. In the same
order of terms as shown on the right-hand-side of (8), the
results are summarized as follows:

a(2)µ = 0.5,

a(4)
µ

= "0.328 478 965 579 . . .+ 1.094 258 312 0 (83)

+ 0.780 79 (15)! 10!4

= 0.765 857 425 (17) ,

a(6)µ = 1.181 241 456 . . .+ 22.868 380 04 (23)

+ 0.360 70 (13)! 10!3 + 0.527 76 (11)! 10!3

= 24.050 509 96 (32) . (9)

The value of a(8)µ has been obtained mostly by nu-
merical integration [34–36]. They arise from 13 gauge-
invariant sets whose representative diagrams are shown
in Fig. 1. We have reevaluated some of them for further
check and improvement of numerical precision. The re-
sults for the mass-dependent terms are summarized in
Table I.
From the data listed in Table I and the value of A(8)

1

from Refs. [35–37], we obtain the following value for the

TABLE I. The eighth-order mass-dependent QED contribu-
tion from 12 gauge-invariant groups to muon g! 2, whose
representatives are shown in Fig. 1. The mass-dependence of
A(8)

3 is A(8)
3 (mµ/me,mµ/m! ).

group A(8)
2 (mµ/me) A(8)

2 (mµ/m! ) A(8)
3

I(a) 7.74547 (42) 0.000032 (0) 0.003209 (0)
I(b) 7.58201 (71) 0.000252 (0) 0.002611 (0)
I(c) 1.624307 (40) 0.000737 (0) 0.001807 (0)
I(d) !0.22982 (37) 0.000368 (0) 0
II(a) !2.77888 (38) !0.007329 (1) 0
II(b) !4.55277 (30) !0.002036 (0) !0.009008 (1)
II(c) !9.34180 (83) !0.005246 (1) !0.019642 (2)
III 10.7934 (27) 0.04504 (14) 0
IV(a) 123.78551 (44) 0.038513 (11) 0.083739 (36)
IV(b) !0.4170 (37) 0.006106 (31) 0
IV(c) 2.9072 (44) !0.01823 (11) 0
IV(d) !4.43243 (58) !0.015868 (37) 0

I(a) I(b) I(c) I(d) I(e)

I(f) I(g) I(h) I(i) I(j)

II(a) II(b) II(c) II(d) II(e)

II(f) III(a) III(b) III(c) IV

V VI(a) VI(b) VI(c) VI(d) VI(e)

VI(f) VI(g) VI(h) VI(i) VI(j) VI(k)

FIG. 2. Self-energy-like diagrams representing 32 gauge-
invariant subsets contributing to the lepton g!2 at the tenth
order. Solid lines represent lepton lines propagating in a weak
magnetic field.

eighth-order QED contribution a(8)µ :

a(8)
µ

= "1.9106 (20) + 132.685 2 (60)

+ 0.042 34 (12) + 0.062 72 (4)

= 130.879 6 (63). (10)

Over the period of more than nine years we have nu-
merically evaluated all 32 gauge-invariant sets of dia-

grams that contribute to a(10)µ [22, 37–40], whose rep-
resentative diagrams are shown in Fig. 2. The results
for mass-dependent terms are summarized in Table II.
Some simple diagrams were evaluated analytically or in
the asymptotic expansion in mµ/me [41–45]. The results
are consistent with our numerical ones.
From the data listed in this Table and the value of

A(10)
1 from Ref. [37], we obtain the complete tenth-order

result:

a(10)µ = 9.168 (571) + 742.18 (87)" 0.068 (5) + 2.011 (10)

= 753.29 (1.04). (11)

The uncertainty 1.04 is attributed entirely to the statis-
tical fluctuation in the Monte-Carlo integration of Feyn-
man amplitudes by VEGAS [46]. This is 20 times more
precise than the previous estimate, 663 (20), obtained
in the leading-logarithmic approximation [22]. This is
mainly because we had underestimated the magnitude of
the contribution of the Set III(a). Note also that (11) is
about 4.5 s.d. larger than the leading-log estimate. The

numerical values of (!/")(n)a(2n)µ for n = 1, 2, · · · , 5 are
summarized in Table III.
In order to evaluate aµ(QED) using (7), a precise value

of ! is needed. At present, the best non-QED ! is the
one obtained from the measurement of h/mRb [47], com-
bined with the very precisely known Rydberg constant
and mRb/me [33]:

!!1(Rb) = 137.035 999 049 (90) [0.66 ppb]. (12)

Complete Tenth-Order QED Contribution to the Muon g ! 2
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We report the result of our calculation of the complete tenth-order QED terms of the muon g! 2. Our
result is a"10#! $ 753:29 (1.04) in units of ""=##5, which is about 4.5 s.d. larger than the leading-

logarithmic estimate 663(20). We also improve the precision of the eighth-order QED term of a!,
obtaining a"8#! $ 130:8794 (63) in units of ""=##4. The new QED contribution is a!"QED# $
116 584 718 951 "80# % 10!14, which does not resolve the existing discrepancy between the standard-

model prediction and measurement of a!.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.111808 PACS numbers: 13.40.Em, 12.20.Ds, 14.60.Ef

The anomalous magnetic moment a! of the muon has
been studied extensively both experimentally and theoreti-
cally since it provides one of the promising paths in
exploring possible new physics beyond the standard model.
For this purpose it is crucial to know the prediction of the
standard model as precisely as possible.

On the experimental side the current world average of
the measured a! is [1,2]:

a!"exp# $ 116 592 089 "63# % 10!11 &0:5 ppm': (1)

New experiments designed to improve the precision further
are being prepared at Fermilab [3] and J-PARC [4].

In the standard model, a! can be divided into electro-
magnetic, hadronic, and electroweak contributions

a! $ a!"QED# ( a!"hadronic# ( a!"electroweak#: (2)

At present a! (hadronic) is the largest source of theoretical
uncertainty. The uncertainty comes mostly from the O""2#
hadronic vacuum-polarization (v.p.) term, " being the
fine-structure constant. The lattice QCD simulations
have attempted to evaluate this contribution [5–10]. At
present, most accurate evaluations must rely on the
experimental information. Three types of measurements
are available for this purpose: (1) e(e! ! hadrons,
(2) $) ! %( #) ( #0, (3) e(e! ! &( hadrons.
These processes have been investigated intensely by
many groups [11–13]. We list here one of them [13]:

a!"had:v:p:#$6949:1"37:2#exp"21:0#rad%10!11; (3)

which overlaps other values based on the e(e! data [11,12]
and makes the standard-model prediction closest to the
experiment (1). The next-to-leading-order (NLO) hadronic
vacuum-polarization contribution is also known [13]:

a!"NLO had:v:p:# $ !98:4"0:6#exp"0:4#rad % 10!11: (4)

The hadronic light-by-light scattering contribution (l-l) is
of similar size as a! (NLO had.v.p.), but has a much larger
theoretical uncertainty [14–17]

a!"had:l-l# $ 116"40# % 10!11; (5)

where the uncertainty 40% 10!11 covers almost all values
obtained in different publications.
The electroweak contribution has been calculated up to

2-loop order [18–21]:

a!"weak# $ 154"2# % 10!11: (6)

Since this uncertainty is 30 times smaller than the experi-
mental precision of (1), it can be regarded as known
precisely.
The primary purpose of this letter is to report the com-

plete numerical evaluation of all tenth-order QED contri-
bution to a!. It leads to a sizable reduction of the
uncertainty of the previous estimate by the leading-log
approximations [22,23]. We have also improved the nu-
merical precision of the eighth-order QED contribution
including the newly evaluated tau-lepton contribution.
Together they represent a significant reduction in the theo-
retical uncertainty of the QED part of a!.
The QED contribution to a! can be evaluated by the

perturbative expansion in "=#:

a!"QED# $
X1

n$1

!
"

#

"
n
a"2n#! ; (7)

where a"2n#! is finite thanks to the renormalizability of QED
and can be written as

a"2n#! $ A"2n#
1 ( A"2n#

2 "m!=me# ( A"2n#
2 "m!=m$#

( A"2n#
3 "m!=me;m!=m$#: (8)

PRL 109, 111808 (2012) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

14 SEPTEMBER 2012

0031-9007=12=109(11)=111808(4) 111808-1 ! 2012 American Physical Society
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Electroweak	contribuIons	to	a"
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Weak	contribuIons	known	to	leading	three-loop	order

T. Aoyama, N. Asmussen, M. Benayoun et al. Physics Reports 887 (2020) 1–166

Fig. 100. One-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to aEWµ .

Fig. 101. Sample bosonic two-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to aEWµ .

Fig. 102. Sample fermionic two-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to aEWµ .

7.1. Introduction

In this section we describe the electroweak (EW) SM contributions to aµ. These contributions are defined as all SM
contributions that are not contained in the pure QED, the HVP, or the HLbL contributions. Equivalently, the EW SM
contributions are given by Feynman diagrams that contain at least one of the EW bosons W , Z , or the Higgs.

Figs. 100–102 show sample one-loop and two-loop diagrams. The EW contributions are strongly suppressed by the
heavy masses of the EW bosons; numerically they contribute at the same order as the HLbL correction. They involve
diverse and interesting physical effects. The heaviest SM particles including the top quark and Higgs boson enter, EW
gauge and Yukawa interactions and EW parameters are relevant. At higher orders large logarithmic corrections and
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Fig. 100. One-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to aEWµ .

Fig. 101. Sample bosonic two-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to aEWµ .

Fig. 102. Sample fermionic two-loop Feynman diagrams contributing to aEWµ .
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aweak
µ = (153.6 ± 1.0) ⇥ 10�11
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Fig. 103. Update of Fig. 5 of Ref. [36] for the numerical result for aEWµ as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The vertical band indicates the
measured value of MH [259]. The dashed lines correspond to the uncertainty of the final result, quoted in Eq. (7.16).

as already given in Eq. (7.3). This value is mainly based on Refs. [35,36], which should be cited in any work that uses or
quotes Eq. (7.16). The result is illustrated in Fig. 103, which is an update of Fig. 5 from Ref. [36]. We assess the final theory
uncertainty of these contributions to be ±1.0⇥ 10�11, the estimate of Ref. [35] for the overall hadronic uncertainty from
the diagrams of Fig. 102b, which is now by far the dominant source of uncertainty of the EW contributions. The uncertainty
from unknown three-loop contributions and neglected two-loop terms suppressed by M2

Z /m
2
t and (1�4s2W) is significantly

smaller and the uncertainty due to the experimental uncertainty of the Higgs-boson, W -boson, and top-quark masses is
well below 10�12 and thus negligible.

8. Conclusions and outlook

In this paper we provide a detailed analysis and review of the SM calculation of the muon anomalous magnetic moment
aµ. The emphasis is on the hadronic contributions, since they dominate the final uncertainty, but the QED and electroweak
contributions are also discussed in detail and up-to-date numbers are provided.

The QED contribution, which has been calculated up to tenth order in the perturbative expansion, i.e., O(↵5), is
reviewed in Section 6. The final number depends on the input used for the fine-structure constant ↵ and at present
there are two independent determinations that differ by about 2.4 standard deviations. The impact of this discrepancy
on the final number for aµ is however well below the uncertainty of the QED contribution itself, which is dominated by
the estimated effect of the O(↵6) contribution. As final number we take the one based on the value of ↵ obtained from
atom-interferometry measurements of the Cs atom [117], see Eq. (6.30), and the latest QED calculations from Refs. [33,34]:

aQEDµ (↵(Cs)) = 116 584 718.931(104) ⇥ 10�11 . (8.1)

Electroweak contributions are reviewed in Section 7: they have been calculated up to two loops and an estimate of the
leading logarithmic contribution beyond two-loop level is also included in the final estimate. The hadronic loops, which
appear at two-loop level, are also included and dominate the uncertainty of the EW contribution. The final result Eq. (7.16)
(mainly based on Refs. [35,36]) reads

aEWµ = 153.6(1.0) ⇥ 10�11 , (8.2)

with an uncertainty ten times larger than the QED one, but still negligible with respect to the hadronic uncertainties.
In the section on data-driven evaluations of HVP we reviewed both the available data sets for the e+e� ! hadrons cross

section and the techniques applied for the evaluation of the HVP dispersive integral. In particular, we provide a detailed
discussion of the differences between these approaches and the current limitations of the dispersive HVP evaluation,
as they arise from the published experimental uncertainties as well as, crucially, from unresolved tensions among the
data sets, especially in the dominant ⇡⇡ channel. As the main result, Eq. (2.33), we devised a merging procedure that
adequately takes into account these tensions, which also drive the differences between the available HVP evaluations. The
resulting estimate, based on Refs. [2–7] as well as the main experimental input from Refs. [37–89],

aHVP, LOµ = 6931(40) ⇥ 10�11 (8.3)

should provide a conservative but realistic assessment of the current precision of data-driven HVP evaluations. In the
same framework, the LO result is complemented by NLO [7] and NNLO [8] HVP iterations, see Eq. (2.34) and Eq. (2.35),

aHVP, NLOµ = �98.3(7) ⇥ 10�11 , aHVP, NNLOµ = 12.4(1) ⇥ 10�11 , (8.4)
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Fig. 3. The KLOE data sets on e+e� ! ⇡+⇡� in the ⇢ region obtained in the three experimental configurations described in the text [58,61,65].
Source: Adapted from Ref. [65].

of the final states and, therefore, considerably reducing the uncertainty on the overall efficiency arising from the
imperfect knowledge of the hadronic dynamics.
The largest multi-hadronic cross sections below 2GeV are for the 3-pion and 4-pion final states. The 3-pion cross
section is dominated at low energy by the ! (Fig. 8) and � resonances as measured by the CMD-2 [38,52] and
SND [42] experiments. Above the �, results are available from BABAR [44] and SND [156], which agree with each
other as seen in Fig. 9, while both disagree strongly with the earlier results from DM2 [157]. For the 2⇡+2⇡� [45,63]
and ⇡+⇡�2⇡0 [80] final states, the improvement provided by the ISR BABAR results is spectacular both in terms
of precision and mass coverage, as displayed in Fig. 9. Previous results from VEPP-2M [158–160] and VEPP-
2000 [161] only extended to 1.4GeV. Results on exclusive final states containing up to 6 quasi-stable hadrons are
available [47,66]. The limitation on hadron multiplicity, set largely by the difficulty to select and identify multi-⇡0

final states, does not permit a reliable reconstruction of the full hadronic rate above 2GeV as a sum over individually
measured exclusive cross sections.
Numerous processes with smaller cross sections have to be considered to saturate the total hadronic rate. Fig. 10
shows some results on final states including ⌘ mesons, namely ⌘⇡+⇡� from BABAR [54,85], CMD-2 [39], and
SND [71], and ⌘⇡+⇡�⇡0 from CMD-3 [79]. Further, more recent, data sets for ⌘⇡+⇡� exist from SND [162] and CMD-
3 [163]. For the ⌘4⇡ final states only results from BABAR are available, both for ⌘2⇡+2⇡� [54] and ⌘⇡+⇡�2⇡0 [88].
A lot of progress was recently achieved by BABAR on KK̄n pions final states with the complete set of measurements
for all charge configurations with n = 1, 2 [53,56,62,69,78], thanks to the detection of KS , KL, charged pions and
kaons, and multiple ⇡0. These results are shown in Fig. 11.
There are also additional measurements for some specific channels, K+K�⇡+⇡� [74] and KSKL⇡

0 [83]. Finally, cross
sections for K+K�⌘ [56] and KSKL⌘ [69] are available from BABAR.

Narrow resonances. The contributions of the very narrow resonances J/ and  (2S) are obtained by numerically
integrating their undressed Breit–Wigner line shapes. The uncertainties in the integrals are dominated by the knowledge
of their bare electronic widths available from experiment [165,166].

Inclusive R measurements. Above 2GeV the annihilation cross section has to be measured inclusively because of the
large number of open exclusive channels. Precise results in the 2–4.5GeV range are from BESII [37,41,59]. The KEDR
collaboration has recently published results from an inclusive R scan from

p
s = 1.84 to 3.05GeV [75,86], complementing

their previous measurements obtained between 3.12 and 3.72GeV [75]. This data is the most precise and complete in this
energy range with a typical systematic uncertainty of 3%. It constitutes a very valuable input to test the validity of the pQCD
estimate (cf. Fig. 12). Between 2GeV and the charm threshold, the R value (hadronic cross section scaled to the s-channel
pointlike fermion-pair lowest-order cross section) behaves smoothly with a weak energy dependence, and it agrees with
the pQCD prediction within experimental uncertainties. The results on R, based on the sum of exclusive channels below
2GeV [2] and the inclusive measurements above, are given in Fig. 12. The matching between the measurements in the
two regions is satisfactory and consistent with the quoted uncertainties.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of results for aHVP, LO
µ [⇡⇡ ], evaluated between 0.6GeV and 0.9GeV for the various experiments..

Fig. 16. Ratios of cross sections [82] from KLOE-2012 to KLOE-2008 (top left), KLOE-2010 to KLOE-2008 (top right), and KLOE-2012 to
KLOE-2010 (bottom). The green bands indicate the uncommon systematic uncertainty in the respective ratios.

while KLOE-2010 is more in agreement. On the other hand, above 0.7GeV SND agrees well with BABAR, while both KLOE
measurements are below by 2–3%. If these observations could provide some hints for understanding the KLOE–BABAR
discrepancy, it is clear that still more experimental investigations with high precision are needed for further progress in
this crucial ⇡+⇡� contribution. The new SND results are not yet included in the data combinations discussed in this WP
version, but will be added later after they are carefully examined and accepted for publication.

Tensions in the K+K� channel. Tensions among data sets are also present in the K+K� channel (see top panel of Fig. 18
for a display of the available measurements). A discrepancy up to 20% between BABAR [142] and SND [155] was observed
for masses between 1.05 and 1.4GeV. Fortunately the problem has been resolved with the most recent SND result [77],
although the origin of the previous systematic shift is not discussed. It looks like the older SND results should be discarded.
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Fig. 13. The ⇡+⇡� cross section from the KLOE combination compared to the BABAR, CMD-2, SND, and BESIII data points in the 0.6–0.9GeV
range [82]. The KLOE combination is represented by the yellow band. The uncertainties shown are the diagonal statistical and systematic uncertainties
summed in quadrature.
Source: Reprinted from Ref. [82].

Fig. 14. The ⇡+⇡� cross section from KLOE combination, BABAR, CMD-2, SND, and BESIII in the ⇢–! interference region [82].
Source: Reprinted from Ref. [82].

by the local scaling procedure [170], leading to what is likely an underestimated systematic uncertainty in the combined
result. Since these deviations largely cancel when integrating the spectrum, the integral values are consistent [82]. These
discrepancies are not present in the ratio between the KLOE-2012 and KLOE-2010 measurements, which is consistent
with unity in the whole energy range (see Fig. 16).

Very recently the SND collaboration has presented their results at VEPP-2000 on the ⇡+⇡� channel [171] with
increased statistics and reduced systematic uncertainties (0.8%) compared to their analysis at VEPP-2M discussed above.
They perform a fit of the pion form factor using a vector-meson dominance (VMD) ansatz for the ⇢ resonance together
with ! and ⇢ 0 contributions. This description of their data is used to compare with existing data in a convenient way. The
resulting comparison ratios are shown in Fig. 17 separately for BABAR, KLOE-2008, and KLOE-2010, and VEPP2M results
from SND and CMD-2. While there are some small deviations from the latter two results, more severe discrepancies are
found with KLOE and BABAR. On the one hand, below 0.7GeV both KLOE-2008 and BABAR are higher than SND by 2–4%,
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Table 4

Full evaluations of aHVP, LO
µ from FJ17 [27], DHMZ19 [6], KNT19 [7], and BDJ19 [238]. The uncertainty in DHMZ19 includes an additional systematic

uncertainty to account for the tension between KLOE and BABAR.
BDJ19 DHMZ19 FJ17 KNT19

aHVP, LO
µ ⇥ 1010 687.1(3.0) 694.0(4.0) 688.1(4.1) 692.8(2.4)

Table 5

Selected exclusive-mode contributions to aHVP, LO
µ from DHMZ19 and KNT19, for the energy range  1.8GeV, in units of 10�10. Where three (or

more) uncertainties are given for DHMZ19, the first is statistical, the second channel-specific systematic, and the third common systematic, which is
correlated with at least one other channel. For the ⇡+⇡� channel, the uncertainty accounting for the tension between BABAR and KLOE (amounting
to 2.76 ⇥ 10�10) is included in the channel-specific systematic.

DHMZ19 KNT19 Difference
⇡+⇡� 507.85(0.83)(3.23)(0.55) 504.23(1.90) 3.62
⇡+⇡�⇡0 46.21(0.40)(1.10)(0.86) 46.63(94) �0.42
⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� 13.68(0.03)(0.27)(0.14) 13.99(19) �0.31
⇡+⇡�⇡0⇡0 18.03(0.06)(0.48)(0.26) 18.15(74) �0.12
K+K� 23.08(0.20)(0.33)(0.21) 23.00(22) 0.08
KSKL 12.82(0.06)(0.18)(0.15) 13.04(19) �0.22
⇡0� 4.41(0.06)(0.04)(0.07) 4.58(10) �0.17
Sum of the above 626.08(0.95)(3.48)(1.47) 623.62(2.27) 2.46
[1.8, 3.7]GeV (without cc̄) 33.45(71) 34.45(56) �1.00
J/ ,  (2S) 7.76(12) 7.84(19) �0.08
[3.7, 1) GeV 17.15(31) 16.95(19) 0.20

Total aHVP, LO
µ 694.0(1.0)(3.5)(1.6)(0.1) (0.7)DV+QCD 692.8(2.4) 1.2

choice of the ranges is motivated by the gain of precision of the fit in the low-energy region compared to the combined
data integration. The fit result below 0.63GeV,

aHVP, LOµ [⇡⇡ ]
��
0.63GeV = 133.2(5)(4) ⇥ 10�10

= 133.2(6) ⇥ 10�10 , (2.32)

where the first error estimates experimental and the second model uncertainty (checked to be significant with respect to
fluctuations of the experimental uncertainties), agrees well with Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.31). While the slightly larger central
value could also be due to the differences in the data treatment, the smaller systematic uncertainty likely arises when no
inelastic effects need to be constrained in the fit.

2.3.5. Comparison of dispersive HVP evaluations
The different evaluations described in the previous sections all rely on data for e+e� ! hadrons, but differ in the

treatment of the data as well as the assumptions made on the functional form of the cross section. In short, the evaluations
from Section 2.3.1 (DHMZ19) and Section 2.3.2 (KNT19) directly use the bare cross section, the one from Section 2.3.3
(FJ17) assumes in addition a Breit–Wigner form for some of the resonances, and the evaluation from (BDJ19) relies on
a hidden-local-symmetry (HLS) model. For certain channels, most notably 2⇡ and 3⇡ , constraints from analyticity and
unitarity define a global fit function or optimal bounds that can be used in the dispersion integral to integrate the data,
see Section 2.3.4 (ACD18 and CHS18 for 2⇡ ). In this section, we compare the different evaluations and comment on
possible origins of the most notable differences in the numerical results.

Table 4 shows the results of recent global evaluations. We start with a more detailed comparison of DHMZ19 and
KNT19. At first sight, both evaluation appear in very good agreement, but the comparison in the individual channels, see
Table 5, shows significant differences, most notably in the 2⇡ channel, which differs at the level of the final uncertainty.
For the 3⇡ channel, both analyses are now in good agreement, between each other as well as with a fit using analyticity
and unitarity constraints [5], which produces 46.2(8) ⇥ 10�10, see Eq. (2.30). Previous tensions could be traced back to
different interpolating functions [5,271,272]: since the data is relatively scarce off-peak in the ! region (and similarly,
to a lesser extent, for the �), while the cross section is still sizable, a linear interpolation overestimates the integral.
Both DHMZ19 and KNT19 analyses include evaluations of the threshold region of the 2⇡ channel, either using ChPT or
dispersive fits, as well as, going back to Ref. [211], estimates for the threshold regions of ⇡0� and 3⇡ below the lowest
data points, based on the chiral anomaly for the normalization and ! dominance for the energy dependence (following
Ref. [273] for ⇡0� and Refs. [274,275] for 3⇡ ). The corresponding estimates, 0.12(1) ⇥ 10�10 for ⇡0� and 0.01 ⇥ 10�10

for 3⇡ , agree well with recent dispersive analyses, which lead to 0.13⇥ 10�10 [276] and 0.02⇥ 10�10 [5], respectively.17
Finally, a difference of about 1.0⇥10�10 arises from the energy region [1.8, 3.7]GeV depending on whether data (KNT19)
or pQCD (DHMZ19) is used. Summing up these three individual channels already leads to a significant cancellation among

17 Since the 3⇡ threshold contribution is very small, it does not matter for aµ that in this case ! dominance from Refs. [274,275] noticeably
underestimates the cross section.
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Merging	procedure:	average	of	individual	results	+	theoreIcal	constraints	+	conservaIve	
																																					error	esImate	(reflecIng	tensions	in	the	data,	differences	in	procedures)
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µ = 693.1(2.8)exp(2.8)syst(0.7)DV+QCD ⇥ 10
�10= 693.1(4.0) ⇥ 10

�10
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No	reliance	on	experimental	data	(except	for	simple	hadronic	quanIIes,	e.g.	 )mnucl, mK, …
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ahvp
µ =

✓↵
⇡

◆2 Z 1

0
dx0 K̃(x0) G(x0), G(x0) = �a3

X

~x

hJk(x)Jk(0)i [Bernecker	&	Meyer	2011]
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Jµ = 2
3 u�ku � 1

3 d�kd � 1
3 s�k s + 2

3 c�kc + . . .

• Sub-percent	staIsIcal	precision	

• Finite-volume	correcIons	

• Control	over	discreIsaIon	effects	

• Quark-disconnected	diagrams	

• Isospin-breaking	effects	relevant

Challenges:

Expected integrand for ahvp
µ (using pheno. R)
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41% 45% 11% 3%

Bernecker & Meyer 1107.4388

Harvey Meyer HVP by Mainz-CLS

staIsIcal	noise	
finite-volume	effects

discreIsaIon		effects

Vacuum	polarisaIon	funcIon	depends	smoothly	on	Euclidean	momentum	Q2
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ExtrapolaIon	to	the	physical	point

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02
a2[fm2]

SRHO(>0.4fm)
SRHO(>1.3fm)

SRHO(0.4-1.3fm)+NNLO(>1.3fm)
none
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alig
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#fits
Extended Data Fig. 3 | Example continuum limits of a µ

ightl . The light-green 
triangles labelled ‘none’ correspond to our lattice results with no taste 
improvement. The blue squares repesent data that have undergone no taste 
improvement for t!<!1.3!fm and SRHO improvement above. The blue curves 
correspond to example continuum extrapolations of improved data to 
polynomials in a2, up to and including a4. We note that extrapolations in 
a2!s(1/a)3, with !s(1/a) the strong coupling at the lattice scale, are also 
considered in our final result. The red circles and curves are the same as the 

blue points, but correspond to SRHO taste improvement for t!"!0.4!fm and no 
improvement for smaller t. The purple histogram results from fits using the 
SRHO improvement, and the corresponding central value and error is the 
purple band. The darker grey circles correspond to results corrected with 
SRHO in the range 0.4–1.3!fm and with NNLO SXPT for larger t. These latter fits 
serve to estimate the systematic uncertainty of the SRHO improvement. The 
grey band includes this uncertainty, and the corresponding histogram is shown 
with grey. Errors are s.e.m.

[BMW	Collab.	(Borsányi	et	al.),	2002.12347]

Range	of	discreIsaIons	of	the	QCD	acIon	probed	by	different	groups

Finite-volume	effects	significant	but	well	controlled

isospin
0,3	%

disconn.
1,8	%

charm
2,0	%

strange
7,3	%

light
88,7	%

Light-quark	connected	contribuIon	dominates
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White	Paper,	Muon	 	Theory	IniIaIve:g ! 2

[Aoyama	et	al.,	Phys.	Rep.	887	(2020)	1,	arXiv:2006.04822]

-raIo:					 							R ahvp, LO
" = (693.1 ± 4.0) ' 10!10 [0.6%]

LQCD:								 				ahvp, LO
" = (711.6 ± 18.4) ' 10!10 [2.6%]

Recent	Lance	QCD	result	by	BMW	Collab.:

( 	tension	with	 -raIo)2.1( R

[Borsányi	et	al.,	Nature	593	(2021)	7857,	arXiv:2002.12347]

Requires	independent	confirmaIon

BMW 17

RBC/UKQCD 18

ETMC 19

PACS 19

FHM 19

Mainz/CLS 19

BMW 20

LM 20

650 700 750

ahvpµ · 1010

FJ 19

BDJ 19

DHMZ 19

KNT 19 				ahvp, LO
" = (707.5 ± 2.3 ± 5.0) ' 10!10 [0.8%]
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Dominant	contribuIon	from	pseudoscalar	meson	exchange

		 		transiIon	form	factor		$ %0 $ )*)(*)

Results	for	 -contribuIon:%0
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(ahlbl
µ )⇡0 =

8><
>:

(59.7 ± 3.6) · 10�11

(62.6 + 3.0
� 2.5) · 10�11

Lance	QCD

Disp.	theory

[Gérardin	et	al.,	1903.09471]

[Hoferichter	et	al.,	1808.04823]

Direct	lance	calculaIons:

T. Aoyama, N. Asmussen, M. Benayoun et al. Physics Reports 887 (2020) 1–166

Fig. 90. Continuum and infinite-volume extrapolation in QEDL at the physical mass point (RBC). Connected (top-left), disconnected (top-right), and
total (bottom) hadronic contributions to the muon anomaly from HLbL scattering. The solid lines are evaluated from a fit to Eq. (5.33). Upper
(connected, total) and lower (disconnected) lines correspond to a = 0.
Source: Reprinted from Ref. [32].

5.5. Pion-pole contribution

In Minkowski space–time, the TFF describing the interaction between a neutral pion and two off-shell photons with
momenta q1 and q2 is defined via the following matrix element,

i
Z

d4x eiq1·x
h⌦|T {jµ(x)j⌫(0)}|⇡0(p)i = ✏µ⌫↵� q↵

1 q�
2 F⇡0� ⇤� ⇤ (q21, q

2
2) , (5.35)

where jµ is the hadronic component of the electromagnetic current, p = q1 + q2, and ✏µ⌫↵� is the fully antisymmetric
tensor with ✏0123 = +1.

In lattice QCD, the starting point is the three-point correlation function defined as

C (3)
µ⌫ (⌧ , t⇡ ) ⌘ a6

X

x,z

⌦
jµ(z, ti)j⌫(0, tf )P†(x, t0)

↵
eip·x e�iq1·z . (5.36)

Here ⌧ = ti � tf is the time separation between the two vector currents, and t⇡ = min(tf � t0, ti � t0) is the minimal
time separation between the pion interpolating operator P† and the two vector currents. From here, the amplitude eAµ⌫

is extracted,
eAµ⌫(⌧ ) ⌘ lim

t⇡ !+1
eE⇡ (tf �t0)C (3)

µ⌫ (⌧ , t⇡ ) . (5.37)

With iZ⇡/
p
2E⇡ = ih0|P(0)|⇡i/

p
h⇡ |⇡i > 0 parameterizing the overlap of the pseudoscalar operator with the pion state,

eAµ⌫ is related to the TFF via

eAµ⌫(⌧ ) = �iQ E
µ⌫

eA(1)(⌧ ) + PE
µ⌫

deA(1)

d⌧
(⌧ ) , (5.38)

eA(1)(⌧ ) =
iZ⇡

4⇡E⇡

Z
1

�1

de! F⇡0� ⇤� ⇤ (q21, q
2
2)e

�ie!⌧ . (5.39)

The arguments of the TFF in Eq. (5.39) are given by

q21 = !2
1 � q

2
1 , q22 = (E⇡ � !1)2 � (p � q1)2 , (5.40)

with !1 set to ie!. The (!1-independent) tensors appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.38) are defined by ✏µ⌫↵�q↵
1q

�
2 =

�iPE
µ⌫!1 + in0QE

µ⌫ , where n0 denotes the number of temporal indices carried by the two vector currents.
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(106.8 ± 14.7) · 10�11

[Blum	et	al.,	1911.08123]

[Chao	et	al.,	2104.02632]
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Current	status
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Lance	QCD	(+	QED)

Data-driven
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ContribuIons	to	the	muon	 	from	electromagneIsm,	weak	and	strong	interacIons:g ! 2

QED:
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153.6(1.0) ⇥ 10�11 <latexit sha1_base64="00vlY3gxT0sItJPFZIQw++oWvC0=">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</latexit>

0.01 ppm

Hadronic	light-by-light	scaKering:
<latexit sha1_base64="nLo/1hruI/9yieK/3TJrioDYnwM=">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</latexit>

92(18) ⇥ 10�11 <latexit sha1_base64="9aawWWyvp1/YWmjaa+jvzXF9UA0=">AAACT3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9dbWW6tLN8FWcCFlpnhbFlzosoLVQmeQTCbTBnMZk4y2DPMcbvWRXPok7sRMLaLVA4GP/5zkP/nDhFFtXPfNKS0sLi2vlCvV1bX1jc1afetay1Rh0sOSSdUPkSaMCtIz1DDSTxRBPGTkJrw7K/o3D0RpKsWVmSQk4GgoaEwxMlYK3JZ35B/4isMk4be1httypwW/wZuHBphV97buHPiRxCknwmCGtB54bmKCDClDMSN51U81SRC+Q0MysCgQJzrIplvncM8qEYylskcYOFV/3sgQ13rCQzvJkRnp+V4h/tsz4+JB/cs+K8bCULK5pUx8GmRUJKkhAn/tFKcMGgmLtGBEFcGGTSwgrKj9FsQjpBA2NtOqL8gjlpwjEWU+D+N84AUFyHHmW6uo8GxmDS9v5nkVQpvvnzT/wnW75R232peHjc75LOky2AG7YB944AR0wAXogh7A4B48gWfw4rw6785HaTZacmawDX5VqfIJ3A6y7Q==</latexit>

0.15 ppm <latexit sha1_base64="Tuf2017jub9G+5f31ofkjx4hzPM=">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</latexit>

[20%]

<latexit sha1_base64="kcrJpeYrYbFVO+3JCJGEP3TxNFQ=">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</latexit>

aSM
µ = aQED

µ + aweak
µ + ahvp

µ + ahlbl
µ = 116 591 810(43) ⇥ 10�11

[Aoyama	et	al.,	Phys.	Rep.	887	(2020)	1,	arXiv:2006.04822]

Hadronic	vacuum	polarisaIon:
<latexit sha1_base64="XJPge3lIUpDO2FVYbfwY/vqInDk=">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</latexit>

6845(40) ⇥ 10�11 <latexit sha1_base64="13lJn8sQQdPMRU1FD0Cq5mQeWbI=">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</latexit>

[0.6%]
<latexit sha1_base64="K58JlQgdGVHIbEgUeR0nLHoC6fg=">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</latexit>

0.34 ppm

<latexit sha1_base64="/fYNLjN5BJpkzU+FIy35oUcGm18=">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</latexit>

0.37 ppm
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SM	predicIon:
<latexit sha1_base64="AA5UI3bWPqTkCpOs7MBxMvS9HxU=">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</latexit>

aSM
µ = 116 591 810(43) ⇥ 10�11

FNAL	E989	(2021):
<latexit sha1_base64="CkdNbS0DmkCvokLhac6mQAv8l/4=">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</latexit>

aE989
µ = 116 592 040(54) ⇥ 10�11

Combined	with	BNL	E821	(2004):
<latexit sha1_base64="AAT5+YdMkd9OwcqMrKkqPHDLBNg=">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</latexit>

aexp
µ = 116 592 061(41) ⇥ 10�11
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<latexit sha1_base64="ph8IhF5AYTi6ArpzddWr02IXVgk=">AAACxXicbVHbatswGJa9U+eta7rBdtEbsXSQQhpskzbrxaCwi/Zm0B3SFiI3yLLiiFqSJ8ltgjBjj7kn2GtMTrPRpvtB8On7D99/SMuCaROGvzz/wcNHj5+sPQ2ePV9/sdHafHmqZaUIHRJZSHWeYk0LJujQMFPQ81JRzNOCnqWXHxv/2RVVmknxzcxLmnCcCzZhBBtHjVs/LVoUGak8TWzYG8QH/Sjuhr1wYQ5E+/1BuF+jLyyfGqyUvK7R9wpnAR4jXl1YpDj8+qnevfWls7L+EO9Fnb2DHWQYpzoKL+xuFC4zO/1ejLpIs5zjnXGr/VcN/gPRKmiDpZ2MN70uyiSpOBWGFFjrURSWJrFYGUYKWgeo0rTE5BLndOSgwK6BxC7GrOE7x2RwIpV7wsAFezvDYq71nKcukmMz1au+hvyvz8yagvqOvG3C0lQWK02ZyfvEMlFWhgpy09OkKqCRsLkRzJiixBRzBzBRzI0FyRQrTIy7ZIAEvSaScywyi3g6qUdR0gA5s8hJZY3mtm1H9XZdBxC6/d7b5n1wGrtD9+LP/fbh0XLTa2ALvAUdEIEBOATH4AQMAQG/vXXvtffGP/K5b/yrm1DfW+a8AnfM//EHg/nXaQ==</latexit>

) aSM
µ � aexp

µ = 251(59) ⇥ 10�10 (4.2�)

SM	predicIon:
<latexit sha1_base64="AA5UI3bWPqTkCpOs7MBxMvS9HxU=">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</latexit>

aSM
µ = 116 591 810(43) ⇥ 10�11

FNAL	E989	(2021):
<latexit sha1_base64="CkdNbS0DmkCvokLhac6mQAv8l/4=">AAACdHicbVDLahsxFJWnr9R9Oe2yXYhOAim4RjJOGi8KgVLaZQp1ErAmRqPRJCJ6DJKmjRHzG/2abJN/yI90XY1jSuP0gOBw7r069568ksJ5hK47yb37Dx4+WnvcffL02fMXvfWXB87UlvEJM9LYo5w6LoXmEy+85EeV5VTlkh/mZ5/a+uEPbp0w+rufVzxT9ESLUjDqozTrITojqj4OxCr4ebw7bj5ivEP62+Mh6aMR2toevSNeKO4wOg7vMW5mvRQN0ALwL8GrJAVL7M/WO31SGFYrrj2T1LkpRpXPArVeMMmbLqkdryg7oyd8Gqmm0S0Li9MauBmVApbGxqc9XKj/TgSqnJurPHYq6k/daq0V/1vz5+2H7pZ9aNvy3MiVpXy5mwWhq9pzzW52KmsJvYFtpLAQljMv55FQZkU8C7JTainzMfgu0fwnM0pRXQSi8rKZ4qwl5jyQaFW0nhshxc1G03QhjPneSfMuORgO8M5g+G2U7n1ZJr0GXoO3YAtg8AHsga9gH0wAA7/ABbgEV53fyZskTTZvWpPOcuYVuIVk8Aexyby/</latexit>

aE989
µ = 116 592 040(54) ⇥ 10�11

Combined	with	BNL	E821	(2004):
<latexit sha1_base64="AAT5+YdMkd9OwcqMrKkqPHDLBNg=">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</latexit>

aexp
µ = 116 592 061(41) ⇥ 10�11
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CorrelaIon	between	 	and	the	hadronic	running	of		a" * :
<latexit sha1_base64="ziYoNTZI3sngkXmbjpeCTKLz1qk=">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</latexit>
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		Input	quanIty	for	global	electroweak	fit$

Can	the	SM	accommodate	a	higher	value	for		 	without	increasing	the	tension	in	the	
global	EW	fit?

a"

• Large	changes	in	 	must	occur	

for	 	

• ResulIng	scenarios	differ	substanIally	
from	data

Rhad(s)
s % 2 GeV

G. Colangelo, M. Hoferichter and P. Stoffer Physics Letters B 814 (2021) 136073

Fig. 6. Close-up view of the spacelike region. The JLab data [89–92] are not used in 
the fit.

Fig. 7. Close-up view of the !–" interference region.

rameters has a negligible effect on the space-like VFF: the shifted 
solution remains well within the uncertainties of the central fit re-
sult.

Finally, we take a closer look at the pion VFF in the time-like 
region. The dispersive representation of the VFF allows us to quan-
tify in detail how the cross sections would need to be altered to 
achieve a given change in a##

µ

!!
!1 GeV, in each of the three scenar-

ios. In Fig. 7, a close-up view of the !–" interference region is 
shown. It reveals that if the change in a##

µ

!!
!1 GeV were explained 

with the help of $1
1(s0,1), a dramatic shift of up to 8% of the cross 

section would be necessary. If the shift were obtained by changing 
the parameters ck , the effect in the cross section at the ! reso-
nance would be only about half as large, although the resulting 
cross section would still lie far outside the combined fit to the 
data. The combined scenario is very close to the one where shifts 
are only allowed in the parameters ck .

In Fig. 8, we compare both the data sets and the shifted vari-
ants of the VFF to the central fit result, as the relative differences 
normalized to the fit result. We again see that by using the confor-
mal polynomial to induce the shift, the effect on the cross sections 
is smaller around the ! resonance than in the scenario with a shift 
in $1

1(s0,1), while the effect is larger below about 0.72 GeV. Com-
pared to the spread of the data points, the necessary shift in the 
cross sections is again significant, although less drastic than in sce-
nario (1), where the changes are concentrated in the ! region. This 
is consistent with the fact that the conformal polynomial parame-
terizes the effects of inelasticities above the #" threshold.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the data sets and the shifted variants of the VFF, relative to 
the central fit solution.

Fig. 9. Increase in the %2 as a function of the fit output a##
µ

!!
!1 GeV in the three 

scenarios, excluding the contribution of the “lattice” input (since this depends on 
the arbitrary uncertainty that acts as a weight, see Sect. 3).

While Figs. 7 and 8 make it evident that the changes in the 
cross section that would generate the desired change in a##

µ

!!
!1 GeV

are incompatible with the data, Fig. 9 shows the corresponding 
change in %2 as a function of a##

µ

!!
!1 GeV, and provides a quantita-

tive measure of the discrepancy. The most dramatic clash with the 
data would be in scenario (1), but even in the other two any sig-
nificant change in a##

µ

!!
!1 GeV comes at the price of huge increases 

in %2. These increases can be compared to the well-known tension 
between individual e+e" data sets. The central fit results of Ref. [8]
reach a total %2 of 776 with 627 degrees of freedom. The tension 
is reflected by an error inflation included in Eq. (18) of 

"
%2/dof =

1.11. For the target shift of &a##
µ

!!
!1 GeV = 18.5 # 10"10, even sce-

nario (3) leads to a total %2 of 941.
The results in Figs. 7 and 8 show that to minimize the ef-

fect in the cross section, the changes mainly affect the inelastic 
part of the VFF parameterization and thus energies above the #"
threshold. In principle, these inelastic contributions could be fur-
ther constrained by e+e" $ 2# data above 1 GeV [81,83,103], 
' $ ##(' [104], and explicit input on the inelastic channels, but 
this requires an extension of our dispersive formalism that will be 
left for future work. We remark that any changes in the physics 
above 1 GeV will also have an impact on &)(5)

## (M2
Z ), which is not 

yet accounted for here: the higher in energy these changes are 
pushed, the higher the risk to exacerbate tensions in the global 
electroweak fit [46–49].

6

[Crivellin	et	al.,	2020;	Keshavarzi	et	al.,	2020;	
	Malaescu	&	Scho`,	2020;	Colangelo,	Hoferichter,	Stoffer	2020]
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Increased	tension	of	 	between	Standard	Model	predicIon	of		 	and	experiment		

Bulk	of	SM	uncertainty	due	to	the	strong	interacIon

4.2 ( a"

Hadronic	vacuum	polarisaIon:
• Decade-long	experience	with	data-driven	approach:		 	precision	

• Recent	lance	calculaIon	with	 error	requires	independent	confirmaIon

0.6 %
0.8 %

Hadronic	light-by-light	scaKering:
• Data-driven	approach	with	almost	fully	quanIfied	errors	

• Good	agreement	with	recent	lance	QCD	calculaIons:		 ( 15 %

Future	improvements:
• Resolve	/	clarify	the	tension	in	the	hadronic	cross	secIon	data	

• Check	consistency	of	lance	calculaIons	and	dispersive	approach
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“Window”	quan==es: Designed	to	reduce	/	enhance	sensiIvity	on	certain	systemaIcsExpected integrand for ahvp
µ (using pheno. R)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

t @fmD

10
3 ◊
t3
G
HtL
Ké
HtL

41% 45% 11% 3%

Bernecker & Meyer 1107.4388

Harvey Meyer HVP by Mainz-CLS

Restrict	convoluIon	integral	to	sub-intervals	sensiIve	to	different	systemaIc	effects	

Test	consistency	of	different	lance	discreIsaIons	

Comparison	with	corresponding	result	based	on	 -raIoR

200 205 210
(ahvpµ )win · 1010

Aubin et al. 20, prelim.

ETMC 20, prelim.

Mainz 20, prelim.

Lehner 20

BMW 20

Aubin et al. 19

RBC 18
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Staggered	quarks:	use	EFT	to	correct	for	“taste-breaking”	effects	

StaIsIcal	analysis	of	different	variants	of	conInuum	extrapolaIon	yields	systemaIc	error

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02
a2[fm2]

SRHO(>0.4fm)
SRHO(>1.3fm)

SRHO(0.4-1.3fm)+NNLO(>1.3fm)
none

540

560

580

600

620

640

660

50k100k150k200k

alig
ht

!

#fits
Extended Data Fig. 3 | Example continuum limits of a µ

ightl . The light-green 
triangles labelled ‘none’ correspond to our lattice results with no taste 
improvement. The blue squares repesent data that have undergone no taste 
improvement for t!<!1.3!fm and SRHO improvement above. The blue curves 
correspond to example continuum extrapolations of improved data to 
polynomials in a2, up to and including a4. We note that extrapolations in 
a2!s(1/a)3, with !s(1/a) the strong coupling at the lattice scale, are also 
considered in our final result. The red circles and curves are the same as the 

blue points, but correspond to SRHO taste improvement for t!"!0.4!fm and no 
improvement for smaller t. The purple histogram results from fits using the 
SRHO improvement, and the corresponding central value and error is the 
purple band. The darker grey circles correspond to results corrected with 
SRHO in the range 0.4–1.3!fm and with NNLO SXPT for larger t. These latter fits 
serve to estimate the systematic uncertainty of the SRHO improvement. The 
grey band includes this uncertainty, and the corresponding histogram is shown 
with grey. Errors are s.e.m.

Full	result

4 | Nature | www.nature.com
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Meyer–Lellouch–Lüscher–Gounaris–Sakurai technique described in 
Supplementary Information; and (iii). the !–"–# model of Jegerlehner 
and Szafron30, already used in a lattice context in ref. 31. Moreover, to 
reduce discretization errors in the light-quark contributions to aµ, 
before extrapolating those contributions to the continuum, we apply 
a taste-improvement procedure that reduces lattice artefacts due to 
taste-symmetry breaking. The procedure is built upon the three models 
of "–! physics mentioned above. We provide evidence that validates 
this procedure in Supplementary Information.

Combining all of these ingredients, we obtain as a final result 
aµ!=!707.5(2.3)stat(5.0)syst(5.5)tot. The statistical error comes mainly 
from the noisy, large-distance region of the current–current correla-
tor. The systematic error is dominated by the continuum extrapola-
tion and the finite-size effect computation. The total error is obtained 
by adding the first two in quadrature. In total, we reach a relative 
accuracy of 0.8%. In Fig.!2 we show the continuum extrapolation of 
the light, connected component of aµ, which gives the dominant 
contribution to aµ.

Figure!3 compares our result with previous lattice computations and 
also with results from the R-ratio method, which have recently been 
reviewed in ref. 7. In principle, one can reduce the uncertainty of our 
result by combining our lattice correlator, G(t), with the one obtained 
from the R-ratio method, in regions of Euclidean time in which the lat-
ter is more precise19. We do not do so here because there is a tension 
between our result and those obtained by the R-ratio method, as can be 
seen in Fig.!3. For the total LO-HVP contribution to aµ, our result is 2.0$, 
2.5$, 2.4$ and 2.2$ larger than the R-ratio results of aµ!=!694.0(4.0) (ref. 3),  
aµ!=!692.78(2.42) (ref. 4), aµ!=!692.3(3.3) (refs. 5,6) and the combined 
result aµ!=!693.1(4.0) of ref. 7, respectively. It is worth noting that the 
R-ratio determinations are based on the same experimental datasets 
and are therefore strongly correlated, although these datasets were 
obtained in several different and independent experiments that we have 

no reason to believe are collectively biased. Clearly, these comparisons 
need further investigation, although it should also be kept in mind 
that the tensions observed here are smaller, for instance, than what 
is usually considered experimental evidence for a new phenomenon 
(3$) and much smaller than what is needed to claim an experimental 
discovery (5$).

As a first step in that direction, it is instructive to consider a mod-
ified observable, where the correlator G(t) is restricted to a finite 
interval by a smooth window function19. This observable, which we 
denote as aµ,win, is obtained much more readily than aµ on the lattice. 
Its shorter-distance nature makes it far less susceptible to statistical 
noise and to finite-volume effects. Moreover, in the case of staggered 
fermions, it has reduced discretization artefacts. This is shown in 
Fig.!4, where the light, connected component of aµ,win is plotted as 
a function of a2. Because the determination of this quantity does 
not require overcoming many of the challenges described above, 
other lattice groups have obtained it with errors comparable to 
ours19,20. This allows a sharper benchmarking of our calculation of 
this challenging, light-quark contribution that dominates aµ. Our 
aa[ ]µµ

iigghhtt
00

l  differs by 0.2$ and 2.2$ from the lattice results of ref. 20 and 
ref. 19, respectively. Moreover, aµ,win can be computed using the 
R-ratio approach, and we do so using the dataset provided by the 
authors of ref. 4. However, here we find a 3.7$ tension with our lattice 
result.

To conclude, when combined with the other standard-model con-
tributions (see, for example, refs. 3,4), our result for the leading-order 
hadronic contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muon, a = 707.5(5.5) " 10µ

LO HVP
tot

#10! , weakens the long-standing dis-
crepancy between experiment and theory. However, as discussed above 
and can be seen in Fig.!2, our lattice result shows some tension with the 
R-ratio determinations of refs. 3–6. Obviously, our findings should be 
confirmed—or refuted—by other studies using different discretizations 
of QCD. Those investigations are underway.
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Fig. 4 | Continuum extrapolation of the isospin-symmetric, light, 
connected component of the window observable aµ,win, a( )isoµ,win

ightl . The data 
points are extrapolated to the infinite-volume limit. Central values are 
medians; error bars are s.e.m. Two different ways to perform the continuum 
extrapolations are shown: one without improvement, and another with 
corrections from a model involving the ! meson (SRHO). In both cases the lines 
show linear, quadratic and cubic fits in a2 with varying number of lattice 
spacings in the fit. The continuum-extrapolated result is shown with the results 
from Blum et!al.19 and Aubin et!al.20. Also plotted is our R-ratio-based 
determination, obtained using the experimental data compiled by the authors 
of ref. 4 and our lattice results for the non-light-connected contributions. This 
plot is convenient for comparing different lattice results. Regarding the total 
aµ,win, for which we must also include the contributions of flavours other than 
light and isospin-symmetry-breaking effects, we obtain 236.7(1.4)tot on the 
lattice and 229.7(1.3)tot from the R-ratio; the latter is 3.7$ or 3.1% smaller than the 
lattice result.
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